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Overview: This starter WILL NOT fit a Syncro as delivered. The fitment of this starter in a Syncro is very tight, and 
requires some changes to the starter from the as-delivered, 2WD configuration. The front mounting plate will have 
to be rotated for proper starter alignment for 4WD application.  In doing so, the upper mounting bolt cannot be 
inserted as before from the starter side. Instead, the bolt must be inserted from engine side. This has the added 
benefit of making future starter removal easier! Please follow these instructions: 
 
NOTE: This kit previously included a self-clinching nut which has been removed from this kit and replaced with a 
threaded hole. If you are referencing these instructions to install an old style starter without a threaded mounting 
plate, you may need to install a new self-clinching nut.  
 

Rotating the Mounting Plate 
 

1) Set the starter on end and remove the two long bolts securing the mounting plate to the motor with a 4mm 
hex key. Keep all of the pieces carefully aligned at this point. DO NOT remove the mounting plate; we are 
just going to rotate things a bit. 

 

2) Rotate the plate until the hole with the clinch nut is “up” and the bolts line up in the most “clockwise” of the 
four mounting positions (see photos for reference). 

 

3) Replace the long bolts and tighten them down to 100 INCH-POUNDS (NOT foot-pounds!). 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

From here To here 
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Removing the Old Starter and Prepping the Vehicle 
The following is how we remove and install starters in-house. This procedure makes getting the starter in and out 
of Syncros a slightly less challenging job. Note: There should be no issues with this procedure; we have done it 
many times in our shop. Regardless, monitor all the attached items carefully during this procedure so nothing is 
stretched, ripped, unseated, or otherwise damaged. If you have old, brittle or incorrectly routed hoses or wiring, 
all bets are OFF! The alternative to this procedure is to follow the Bentley manual which is much more time 
consuming, but is safer—this is entirely your decision! 
 

1) Disconnect the ground strap of the starting battery. 
 

2) Support the engine from below with a jack that will 
allow you to lower the engine 2”-4” in a controlled 
fashion (bottle jack, floor jack, or similar). 

 

3) Remove the passenger (right) side bolts that secure 
the engine support bar to the frame of the vehicle. 

 

4) Lower the jack—the X-bar will drop down away 
from the body approximately 2” on the passenger 
side.  

 

5) With the engine lowered that small amount, you 
have JUST enough room to remove the starter. 

 
 
 

6) Once the starter is out, remove the stud that secured the starter at the bottom, out of the bell housing. You will 
be replacing it with the same bolt you used to install the clinch nut. This will make future installation and removal 
of the starter much easier. 

 

7) The cable coming from the alternator is equipped from the factory with a large lug end that will not fit on the 
stud of the new starter. Cut this lug off, strip the wire, slip the included shrink tubing over the end of the wire 
and crimp the new ring terminal on the wire with a set of quality crimpers. This connection is critical to a 
healthy charging system, so make sure a good connection is established. Slide the shrink tubing over the 
junction and apply heat to form a nice protective seal. NOTE: Due to the age of this wire and its critical nature 
in the charging system as a whole, we recommend replacing it with a new, larger gauge wire. We sell a quality 
replacement cable (ALT-HARNESS) that does the job very well. 

 

8) The initial installation of the long bolt from the engine bay to secure the 
upper starter mounting point requires the removal of the air box and 
throttle body. This is necessary to gain clearance to slide the bolt in; for 
future starter or transmission removal, the bolt can be accessed without 
removing the throttle body and simply left in place loose. We include a 
hex head bolt that makes future access easier than the original internal 
hex bolt would. 

 

~2” 
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Installing the New Starter 
 

1) Test fit the new starter. It may be necessary to trim away some of the 
heat shield pad in the area just above the starter. 
 

2) Route the wiring harness up to the front of the engine compartment. Re-
route the “quick disconnect” wire that was attached to the original 
starter to the same place and connect it to the wiring harness. You will 
need to cut the lock tab off the side of the original terminal to fit it into 
the wiring harness connector. Use the included wire tie to secure the 
wires out of the way in a tidy and accessible manner. 

 

3) Use the included short bolt and washer to replace the lower stud and the long bolt and washer to secure 
the top from the engine compartment. 

 

4) Replace the throttle body, air box, and any additional items you removed. Reattach the engine support bar 
and double-check all of your work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

That’s It! 
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